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I. Why Dark Matter

The dark matter paradigm, allows the explanation of phenomena on many
scales:

First observations by Zwicky
(1930’s) of proper motions of
galaxies within the Coma
Cluster imply large
mass/luminosity.

1970’s: Ruben et al. find that
rotation curves of gases in
galaxies are too fast for visible
mass
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(an incomplete list of) further evidence

Cosmic microwave background
(CMB) observations imply a
large non-baryonic matter
component to account for
acoustic oscillations.

Gravitational lensing, in
particular of colliding clusters
implies separate baryonic and
lensing components.

(image: not the bullet cluster!)
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What is dark matter?

From gravity, we know it must have

Galaxies + CMB: very small self-interaction cross-section (to form
“flu↵y” structures);

CMB, lensing: Very small interaction with the SM ;

CMB, LSS: Massive enough to be non-relativistic (CDM) or mildly
relativisitic (WDM) at decoupling;

Abundance (where ⌦i “ ⇢i{⇢c):

ñ

⌦DM

⌦SM
“

0.111h´2

0.0226h´2

“ 4.9
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Particle nature: the WIMP miracle

Freeze-out abundance (⇢DM » ⇢SM) depends on the self-annihilation
rate. To get the proper abundance of DM today, we need a
self-annihilation cross-section:

x�vy » 3 ˆ 10´26

cm

3

s

´1

...which is about the same cross-section as processes interacting via the
electroweak force.

This prompts speculation that DM could be a “weakly interacting
massive particle” (WIMP)

Whatever the channel, a thermal origin implies ongoing interaction
between WIMPs, from decoupling to the present-day halos.

Could we see such a signature?
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what do we know about DM’s particle properties?

Direct detection experiments search for nuclear recoils caused by
DM-SM collisions

Collider searches (i.e. LHC) look for missing energy from collisions

Indirect searches give us a multitude of opportunities:
Direct annihilation signals: dwarf galaxies, the GC (e.g. Fermi line)
Di↵use gamma rays
Neutrinos from the sun
Intergalactic heating
Excess antimatter (positrons, anti-deuterons, etc.)
the CMB...
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II: The Cosmic Microwave Background

The CMB anisotropies (in two slides)

After the end of inflation, di↵erent regions of the universe slowly
began to causally reconnect.

As gravitational perturbations from inflation reenter the horizon, they
seed oscillations in the photon baryon fluid.

The power spectrum of these oscillations comes from the primordial
perturbations, while the oscillations are maintained by gravity from
the matter component, and pressure from baryons and photons.

At high temperatures, the photons and baryons are tightly coupled.

As expansion forces the fluid to cool, hydrogen recombines. Once
T „ 0.1 ˆ 13.6 eV, photons can no longer excite H atoms. They
decouple, streaming away until the present.
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CMB photons

Hot, overdense regions emit higher-energy photons

However, these are redshifted by the gravitational potential they
escape (Sachs-Wolfe e↵ect)

Photons are further doppler shifted due to their relative motion

Integrated Sachs-Wolfe causes further red/blue shifting.

February 20, 2013 1:7 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9in x 6in tasi˙lesgourgues

23

term on the left-hand and right-hand sides. But if � varies in time, the

e�ect is not conservative anymore: intuitively, the amount of blueshifting

and redshifting experienced by photons traveling across a potential well do

not compensate each other if the gravitational well gets deeper between

the time at which the photon enters and leaves the well. This explains the

addition term

�
d� �. A similar e�ect is caused by dilation e�ects along the

line-of-sight, and contributes like

�
d� �.

Finally, we can drop the second term on the left-hand side, because this

term represents only a tiny isotropic correction to the observed anisotropies.

It is impossible to measure it with the CMB map only, because it is formally

equivalent to a redefinition of the average temperature

¯T , but only by a tiny

amount of the order of 10

�5
¯T .

Let us write once more our result, dropping this unobservable correction,

and grouping the terms in a particular way:

�|obs = (�0 + �)|dec� �� �
SW

+ n̂ · �vb|dec� �� �
Doppler

+

� �0

�dec

d� (��
+ ��

)

� �� �
ISW

. (48)

The first term is conventionally called the Sachs-Wolfe (SW) term, and

includes the intrinsic temperature term �0 and the “gravitational Doppler

shift” term � at one point on the last scattering surface. The second term

is the conventional Doppler term. The last term is called the Integrated

Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) term and contains all non-conservative gravitational

e�ects occurring in a universe with non-static metric fluctuations.

We can gain further insight on the Sachs-Wolfe term. We will try to

find a simpler expression for (�0 + �)|dec, that applies at least for describ-

ing large angular patterns on CMB maps, i.e. maps smoothed over small

scales. For instance, this expression would describe very well the map of

the COBE satellite, which had limited angular resolution. In more precise

terms, we wish to calculate the contribution to the Sachs-Wolfe term of

large wavelengths, which are bigger than the Hubble radius at the time of

recombination.

Let us first focus on the term �0|dec. We have seen that on super-

Hubble scales, temperature anisotropies only have a monopole and a dipole

component, related respectively to �� and �� . We can be more precise now.

We know from thermodynamics that the local value of the photon density

is proportional to the temperature to the power four. Taking the derivative

of log ⇢� = log T 4
, we get �� = 4 �T/ ¯T , where on the right-hand side the

temperature anisotropy is averaged over all directions n̂: hence �� = 4�0.

CMB photons have a long way to travel from last scattering. What if
there’s an extra source of energy along the way from DM? Will it increase
their chance of rescattering? Can we detect it?
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III. Energy deposition into the IGM from annihilating DM

The energy injected into the IGM is quite straightforward

ˆ
dE

dVdt

˙

injected

“ m�n�pzq

2

x�vy

“ p1 ` zq

6

p⌦DM⇢cq

2

x�vy

m�
,

Deposited energy is a di↵erent story

Final-sate invisible particles (e.g. neutrinos) do not heat the IGM

Deposition e�ciency will depend on the transparency of the IGM to
the daughter particles i at each redshift z and energy Ei .

Heating and ionization are due to electromagnetic processes.
Therefore the final states that matter are electrons, positrons and
photons.
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Energy deposition into the IGM

Proper calculation of the deposition e�ciency
1 At a given redshift z , calculate the final-state spectrum dNi{dEi for

i “ te`, e´, �u

2 Calculate the energy loss to (inverse) Compton scattering, Coulomb
scattering, (photo) ionization or pair-production for each species.

3 Step forward to the next value of z , given the new
Ei “ Ei ,0 ´ E pzq

1dz , including loss to IGM and to redshift.

4 Repeat.

'0

'0

WLPH

LRQL]DWLRQ

KHDWLQJ

LQYHUVH�&RPSWRQ

���
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Energy deposition into the IGM

From this process, one can build a transfer matrix Ti pz
1, z ,Ei q (Slatyer

2012) which gives the fraction of the initial energy Ei injected at redshift
z 1 that is deposited into the IGM at redshift z . Then we can rewrite our
previous equation:

ˆ
dE

dVdt

˙

deposited

“ f pz ,m�qp1 ` zq

6

p⌦DM⇢cq

2

x�vy

m�
, (1)

where

f pz ,m�q “

ÿ

i

ª
dz 1 p1 ` z 1

q

2

Hpz 1
q

ª
Ti pz

1, z ,Ei qEi
dN

dEi
dEi

p1`zq3

Hpzq
ÿ

i

ª
E
dNi

dEi
pm�qdEi

Numerator: properly computed energy deposition.
Denominator: normalization to (1).
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Time Ø redshift;
Injected energy spectrum from annihilation;
Physics of the intergalactic medium.
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Energy deposition into the IGM

The energy deposition e�ciency depends on energy and redshift

.
ˆ

dE

dVdt

˙

deposited

“ f pz ,m�qp1 ` zq

6

p⌦DM⇢cq

2

x�vy

m�

4
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Ionization

γ e- → γ e-

γ → e+ e-

γ γ
CM

B
 →

 γ 
γz=1000

FIG. 1: A comparison of the photon cooling time to the Hub-
ble time at z = 1000, for di�erent photon energies. The
dominant processes (in order of increasing energy) are ioniza-
tion, Compton scattering, pair production on the H/He gas,
photon-photon scattering, and pair production on the CMB.
All the curves assume a He mass fraction of 1/4, with a density
of 2.57�10�7 amu / cm3 today. The dotted curve shows pair
production on a neutral IGM, the dashed curve shows pair
production on a fully ionized IGM, and the dashed-dotted
curve represents pair production on the CMB. This figure
updates Fig. 1 in [4], which had an error leading to cooling
times approximately a factor of three longer.

B. Energy deposition from photons

The interaction of photons with the IGM was consid-

ered in detail by [48, 49], who find that the dominant

processes (ordered by increasing photon energy) are pho-

toionization, Compton scattering, pair production o� nu-

clei and atoms, photon-photon scattering, and pair pro-

duction o� CMB photons. The cross sections and spectra

for these processes are listed in Appendix C. To estimate

the e�ciency of these mechanisms, we compare the cool-

ing time for each process, tcool � 1/(d ln E/dt), to the

Hubble time, tH � 1/H(z). Except for Compton scat-

tering and photon-photon scattering, we approximate the

cooling time by the mean free time as most of the energy

is lost in the first interaction. If tH � tcool, the photons

ionize the IGM, produce energetic electrons, or downscat-

ter, very rapidly. Conversely, if tH � tcool, the universe

is optically thin and most of the energy is lost through

the redshifting of photons. The results of this comparison

are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. At the relevant redshifts

for hydrogen recombination, z � 700 � 1200, while the

universe is not transparent at the relevant energies, it is

also not su�ciently opaque that we can ignore redshift

entirely.

For photons with energies below � 10

3
eV and above
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E (eV)
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1000

1+
z

0.1

1.0
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10-1

100
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102

103

t H
/t c

oo
l

FIG. 2: A comparison of the photon cooling time (from all
processes) to the Hubble time over the entire redshift range of
interest. The plot assumes a He mass fraction of 1/4, with a
baryon density of 2.57�10�7 amu / cm3 today, and the stan-
dard ionization history and fiducial cosmology. The dashed
line corresponds to tcool = tH . There is a discrepancy between
this figure and Fig. 2 in the originally published version of
[37]: the authors of that paper have advised us that upon
revising their calculation, their results now agree with ours.

� 10

11
eV, in the redshift range of interest, the domi-

nant processes (photoionization and pair production on

the CMB, respectively) take place on timescales much

faster than the Hubble time. The lowest-energy photons

deposit their energy into the IGM by photoionization,

while the highest-energy photons rapidly pair produce

or downscatter on the CMB. Photon-photon scattering

is a “photon splitting” process that yields an approxi-

mately flat photon spectrum (up to the energy of the

initial photon), whereas pair production produces an ap-

proximately flat spectrum of high-energy electrons and

positrons which rapidly inverse Compton scatter to pro-

duce a softer photon spectrum.

Photons lying in the broad 10

3 � 10

11
eV range scat-

ter or pair-produce on timescales within a few orders of

magnitude of the Hubble time, while slowly redshifting

away their energy. With decreasing redshift, all the en-

ergy loss processes decrease in e�ciency relative to the

Hubble time, as shown in Fig. 2.

There is a “transparency window” at � 10

8 � 10

10
eV

at z = 1000, where the cooling time of the dominant en-

ergy loss processes is close to the Hubble time. The ratio

tH/tcool � (1 + z)

3/2
(� (1 + z)

9/2
for photon-photon

scattering), while the photon energy redshifts as (1 + z):

photons injected into a transparency window can there-

fore remain in the optically thin regime, and contribute

to the di�use photon background today. Below this en-

ergy range, Compton scattering rapidly depletes the pho-

Slatyer et al. 2009

f pz,m�q
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or downscatter on the CMB. Photon-photon scattering

is a “photon splitting” process that yields an approxi-

mately flat photon spectrum (up to the energy of the

initial photon), whereas pair production produces an ap-

proximately flat spectrum of high-energy electrons and

positrons which rapidly inverse Compton scatter to pro-

duce a softer photon spectrum.

Photons lying in the broad 10

3 � 10

11
eV range scat-

ter or pair-produce on timescales within a few orders of

magnitude of the Hubble time, while slowly redshifting

away their energy. With decreasing redshift, all the en-

ergy loss processes decrease in e�ciency relative to the

Hubble time, as shown in Fig. 2.

There is a “transparency window” at � 10

8 � 10

10
eV

at z = 1000, where the cooling time of the dominant en-

ergy loss processes is close to the Hubble time. The ratio

tH/tcool � (1 + z)

3/2
(� (1 + z)

9/2
for photon-photon

scattering), while the photon energy redshifts as (1 + z):

photons injected into a transparency window can there-

fore remain in the optically thin regime, and contribute

to the di�use photon background today. Below this en-

ergy range, Compton scattering rapidly depletes the pho-

Slatyer et al. 2009

(1+z)
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Energy injection e↵ect on CMB photons

Extra deposited energy causes heating and ionization:

dTm

dz
“ ´

1

p1 ` zqHpzq

2

3kB

ghpzq

NHpzqr1 ` fHe ` Xes

ˆ
dE

dtdV

˙

deposited

;

dNH i
1s

dz
“

1

p1 ` zqHpzq

1

NHpzqr1 ` fHes

g̃H
ionpzq

EH i
ion

ˆ
dE

dtdV

˙

deposited

;

dNHe i
1s

dz
“

1

p1 ` zqHpzq

fHe

NHpzqr1 ` fHes

g̃He
ionpzq

EHe i
ion

ˆ
dE

dtdV

˙

deposited

.

fHe Helium fraction;
E i

ion Ionization potential;
gh, g i

ion heating and ionization e�ciencies.
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Early Times: The ionization floor

Dark matter annihilation rate is proportional to p1 ` zq

6, which leads
to a dependence of

?

1 ` z (2)

for the heating and ionization rates. Therefore dominates in the early
Universe. Around z “ 1100, the extra energy injection has the e↵ect
of delaying recombination.

This broadens the last scattering surface. This can be seen as a
broadening of the CMB’s “focal plane”: you can still resolve large
structures, but smaller details become blurred: ñ suppression of
the correlations at high multipoles.

This is degenerate with a change in the scalar spectral index ns .

This can be disentangled by late-time e↵ects.
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Early Times: The ionization floor
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Late times

Continuous energy injection from DM at late times (z † 40) can:

Increase the optical depth of the universe, given more free ions for
the CMB photons to scatter on.

A↵ect the reionization history, which changes the polarization
spectrum. Rescattering at low redshift:

Decreases polarization (as well as temperature) correlations on small
scales (large l)
Increases polarization correlations on large scales (l „ 2 ´ 200) since
only certain polarizations are rescattered toward us (like the sky).
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Late times

Temperature polarization
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Late times: the influence of Halos

In spite of the p1 ` zq

6 suppression at late times, there is an e↵ect which
enhances the annihilation rate of dark matter at late time: the formation
of halos:

n2

9

ª
dM

dNhalos

dM
pz ,Mqg̃pc

�

pM, zqq

M�⇢cpzq

3
.

dNhalos
dM pz ,Mq: halo mass function

g̃pc
�

pM, zqq

M�⇢c pzq
3

: enhancement of individual halos of mass M.
Computed by integrating over an NFW profile:ª r

�

0

dr 4⇡r2 ⇢2

NFWprq “ g̃pc
�

q

M� ⇢cpzq

3
;

⇢NFWprq “ ⇢s
4

pr{rsq p1 ` r{rsq2
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Late times: the influence of Halos

n2

9

ª
dM

dNhalos

dM
pz ,Mqg̃pc

�

pM, zqq

M�⇢cpzq

3
.

For the halo mass function dNhalos
dM pz ,Mq, we use a parametrization of the

results from the Multidark (BigBolshoi) simulation:
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Full e↵ect on the ionization history
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IV: Analysis

To properly constrain the DM cross-section, we perform a full
Monte-Carlo for each m� over:

⌦b the baryonic content of the Universe;
⌦CDM the dark matter content of the Universe;
zreio the time of reionization;
ns the scalar spectral index;
As he primordial power spectrum;
x�vy the DM self-annihilation cross-section.

For the numerics, we use CAMB, CosmoRec with CosmoMC for the
Monte-Carlo.

This allows us to extract 2� (95% c.l.) constraints on the
thermally-averaged cross-section.
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Analysis

We use the following data:

Nine-year WMAP CMB data;

South Pole Telescope (Dec. 2012) CMB data;

BAO measurements from BOSS DR9, LRG (DR7) 6dF Galaxy Survey
and WiggleZ (di↵erent redshifts);

Hubble Space Telescope (constraints on H
0

).

...and nuisance parameters:

Sunyaev–Zel’dovich contribution ASZ ;

Amplitude of clustered point-source contribution AC ;

Amplitude of Poisson-distributed point sources AP .
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The Model

We consider two channels of self-annihilating dark matter:

�� Ñ e`e´

and
�� Ñ µ`µ´

These “leptophilic” channels will be the most constrained, since IGM
heating is an electromagnetic process. Also interesting because they have
been invoked to explain “anomalies” observed by PAMELA (high-E e`),
INTEGRAL (low-E e`) and ARCADE (excess di↵use radio from
synchrotron).
For many more channels see e.g. estimates by Cline & Scott 2013.
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Further constraints: TIGM

The matter temperature of the intergalactic medium at redshifts 2 ´ 5 has
been measured by Ly-↵ observations:

The thermal history of the IGM 7
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Figure 5. The intercept of the b(N) cut-o� as a function of the temperature at the mean density (left panel) and at a density contrast of
� = 1.6 (right panel). Filled circles are the simulations corresponding to the observed sample 1422a. The open square is for a simulation
whose thermal evolution matches the observations (dashed line in Fig. 6). The dashed line is the least-squares fit for the filled circles.
The dot-dashed line indicates the b-value corresponding to pure thermal broadening: b = (2kBT/mp)1/2. The inset in the right panel
shows how the (total) �2 of the fit varies as a function of �; �2 is minimum for � = 1.6, which is the density contrast corresponding
to the column density of the intercept of the b(N) cut-o�. (1014.0 cm�2 in this example). The di�erence between the dashed and the
dot-dashed lines in the right panel is due to the contribution of baryon smoothing to the widths of the lines around the b(N) cut-o�.
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Figure 6. The temperature at the mean density (a) and the the slope of the e�ective equation of state (b) as a function of redshift.
Horizontal error bars indicate the redshift interval spanned by the absorption lines, vertical error bars are 1 � errors. The solid lines are
for our reference model, L1, which uses the HM ionizing background. The dashed lines are for a simulation that was designed to fit the
data. In this model, which has a much smaller contribution from quasars at high redshift, He ii reionizes at z � 3.2. Radiative transfer
e�ects on the temperature of the IGM were modeled schematically by increasing the photoheating rates for an optically thin gas during
reionization by a factor 4 for H i and He ii and a factor 2 for He i. Although it is clear that the temperature peaks at z � 3 and that the
gas becomes close to isothermal (� � 1), the present constraints are not su�cient to distinguish between a sharp rise (as indicated by
the dashed line) and a more gradual increase.

6 RESULTS

The measured evolution of the temperature at the mean
density and the slope of the e�ective equation of state are
plotted in Fig. 6. From z � 4 to z � 3, T0 increases and the
gas becomes close to isothermal (� � 1.0). This behavior
di�ers drastically from that predicted by models in which
helium is fully reionized at higher redshift. For example, the
solid curves correspond to our reference model, L1, which
uses a uniform metagalactic UV-background from quasars

as computed by HM and which assumes the gas to be opti-
cally thin. In this simulation, both hydrogen and helium are
fully reionized by z � 4.5 and the temperature of the IGM
declines slowly as the universe expands. Such a model can
clearly not account for the peak in the temperature at z � 3
(reduced �2 for the solid curves are 6.8 for T0 and 3.6 for
�). Instead, we associate the peak in T0 and the low value
of � with reheating due to the second reionization of helium
(He ii � He iii).

If reionization of He ii happens locally on a timescale

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Schaye et al. 2000

This can be used (e.g. Cirelli et al 2009) to
constrain the amount of energy injected by
DM.
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Further constraints: the Gunn-Peterson observations

Lyman-↵ observations also tell us that:

At z Á 6, the universe was not yet fully ionized (XH • 10´3)

By z “ 5.5, reionization was nearly complete (XH § 10´4)

This is in conflict with WMAP
measurements of the reionization
optical depth ⌧ , which favour
zreio „ 10.

However, annihilating dark matter can
increase ⌧ , bringing WMAP and
Gunn-Peterson observations back into
agreement!
(see e.g. Lesgourgues 2012)

Unfortunately, the values of x�vy

required to do so are, we will see, badly
excluded
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Results
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Results: Tm and ⌧ (Top: z
reio

“ 5.5; Bottom: z
reio

“ 10)

(T from reionization not included)
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Results: all together
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Results: Salient points

Improvement by a factor of „ 3 over WMAP7/SPT’09 bounds.

Tm, Gunn-Peterson bounds less constraining than CMB temperature
and polarization data

This means that early universe (broadening of last scattering surface)
e↵ects dominate over late-time (halo formation) e↵ects

Gunn-Peterson and WMAP cannot be brought back into agreement
by using allowed (m�, x�vy) combinations.
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V. Conclusions

We have explored the e↵ect of annihilating dark matter on the CMB
temperature and polarization power spectra.

We have included a full description of time- and energy-dependent
deposition of DM energy into the IGM.

Improved constraints by using CMB (WMAP9 + SPT), Ly-↵ (T and
⌧) and BAO surveys.

Excluded annihilating �� Ñ e`e´ with the thermal abundance
cross-section for m� À 30 GeV.

Ibid. for �� Ñ µ`µ´ for m� À 10 GeV.

t minus 1 week for Planck data: let’s see what they have in store for
us!
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Priors

Parameter Prior
⌦bh

2 0.005 Ñ 0.1
⌦ch

2 0.01 Ñ 0.99
⇥s 0.5 Ñ 10
zreio 6 Ñ 12
ns 0.5 Ñ 1.5

ln p1010Asq 2.7 Ñ 4
x�vy{p3 ¨ 10´26cm3

{sq 10´5

Ñ 102.5

Table: Uniform priors for the cosmological parameters considered here.
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halo mass function
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